About Us

Who We Are

APOGEE builds and delivers Applied Intelligence: cutting-edge tools, products, processes, and expertise, with a motivated, knowledgeable and professional workforce that enables our customers to achieve their technical and business goals.

Our Mission

Be the PROVIDER of choice for government & commercial organizations known for embracing an unwavering commitment to responsiveness, accuracy, integrity, collaboration, and innovation.

Be the EMPLOYER of choice committed to an open and transparent corporate atmosphere and a progressive culture attracting and empowering world class professionals to explore cutting-edge technical solutions to Customer problems while fostering professional growth.

Be the preferred SOURCE for cutting-edge Analytic Products, Systems & Software Engineering, Big Data Integration, IT and Business Services that directly contribute to customer success.
We’ve got the Source Code!

APOGEE Development teams approach SWDev as an art but remain laser focused on cost, scope, schedules and usability. Let’s work together to deliver platforms that solve your most challenging mission needs.

“It's kind of fun to do the impossible.” Walt Disney

SaFE Agile & DevOps

APOGEE’s DevOps mindset, culture, and set of technical practices provides communication, integration, automation, and close cooperation among all the people needed to plan, develop, test, deploy, release, and maintain a Solution.

Cloud Computing

It’s all about the Cloud if your organization cares about Cost, Speed, Global scale, Productivity, Performance and Reliability. APOGEE Cloud Engineers are certified in Amazon Web Services and IBM Cloud technologies.

Research & Development

APOGEE Foundry Lab Engineers (FOUNDroids) apply systematic basic and applied research to develop leading edge solutions, new approaches and enhanced knowledge. We use agile management methods and prototyping to refine intellectual property and tools to help our clients solve challenging hurdles, train our employees to understand customer missions, expand technical mindsets, and foster a corporate spirit of creativity and innovation.

Modeling & Simulation

APOGEE engineers use tools and conceptual models to create realistic and dynamic simulations to provide Analyses Support for planning and experimentation, Systems Engineering Support for procurement, development and testing of systems and Training & Education Support.
In today's increasingly complex technical environment, APOGEE understands the need to have a mastery of our clients’ challenging systems. APOGEE approaches Enterprise Engineering, from system design and creation to smooth operation and rigorous testing, with the knowledge that no two systems are ever the same. It all starts by quantifying enterprise goals and identifying the most efficient path forward.

*An integral part of your day!

“We're all working together; that's the secret.”  Sam Walton

**Systems Requirements & IV&V**

APOGEE Systems Engineers help organizations capture and refine detailed requirements with a focus on building the right systems and building them right.

**Network / Systems Administration**

Computer networks are critical parts of every organization. APOGEE Network and Systems Admins are responsible for the day-to-day operation of client networks. They design, acquire, install, configure, maintain and analyze computers, peripherals, local area networks (LANs), wide area networks (WANs), network segments, intranets, and other data communication systems.

**Cyber Engineering**

APOGEE Cyber and Information Systems Security Engineers support Information Assurance teams, System/Network Admins, and program technical staff. They plan, implement and assess organizational security protections to protect computer networks and systems.

**GEOSpatial Intelligence**

APOGEE's deep understanding of the geospatial enterprise is the foundation for our integration and acquisition support expertise. We develop enterprise strategies, con-ops, so-what analysis and models for GEOINT / SIGINT / COMM / GROUND systems to enhance clients already exquisite geospatial intelligence.
Make Innovation Happen!

For over 20 years, our world-class business professionals delivering state-of-the-art technical support, project management, and business analyses to enable tactical and strategic organizational breakthroughs and process improvement.

“Hell, there are no rules here – we’re trying to accomplish something.” — Thomas A. Edison

**Finance & Program Control**

Managing financial / budgetary risk, performance and providing contract oversight is a core client responsibility. APOGEE Finance & Program Controllers are active stewards protecting the quality, integrity and transparency of data while facilitating, innovating and improving client processes.

**Portfolio Management**

APOGEE is proud to help clients manage their organizations’ IT projects, resources and investments, in an effort, to maximize resources, minimize costs, deliver on objectives, reduce redundancy and enable better decision making.

**Action Officers & Executive Administration**

APOGEE AO's fuse organizational data into knowledge products and our EA's navigate organization and personality politics to keep information flowing and enable effective decision making.
90% of the world's data was created within the last two years! The great imbalance of data and informative analysis has focused APOGEE teams on discovering the knowledge opportunities hidden in front of our clients. Let the skilled teams at APOGEE improve productivity, maximize possibilities, and help transform your deliverables and processes through powerful statistical analysis, machine learning, and data visualizations.

*(p > 0.05)*

“Chaka Khan, let me data rock you...” Chaka Khan

**Intelligence Fusion & Analysis**

APOGEE's data analytics team uses individual and collective cognitive methods and technologies to analyze, weigh, correlate and test data hypotheses to extract common truths from client study & business data. Our Experts in Tableau Software and Structured/Unstructured data sources transform these data truths into knowledge products on the big scale.

**Data Viz & Training**

APOGEE Data Viz engineers Employ the latest data wrangling and visualization techniques to empower clients with data and illuminate never seen before opportunities. APOGEE Data Science & Viz Trainers teach hands-on classes and provide certification program paths with a focus on providing skills enhancement not just training.
Reach Your Peak!
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